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Goal

We want to connect people through their 
similar interests to lead to better quality flirts



Kate is sick of her many failed blinddates. 
She just wants to find a guy that she has a 
connection with.



Her friends tell her to try Zoosk. There is 
a variety of people who uses it and the 
results are tailored to your interests.



So Kate goes on Zoosk to sign up.





Here is where the basic information is filled

Here is where the matches 
are shown. The number will 
change depending on what 
criteria the user puts in.

This shows 
which section 
the user is on.



While she starts to put in her 
information. She notices that Zoosk is 
already showing her how many people 
is looking for a girl like her. 

Kate is feeling excited. She wonders 
who all those guys are?





After Kate finishes her basic information, she has completely 
signed up. The page takes her to the landing page. 

Kate can now see the pictures of all of the guys that match 
her information.





The user’s image shows up when they upload their image. User has 
to scroll down for that section.

The user can now see the 
images of their matches.



“But how do I know which one of 
these guys share similar interests 
as me? I don’t want to look at all 
of their profiles,” thinks Kate.

So she decides to fill in the 
interests.





The images change 
depending on who has similar 
interests with the user.

The user can fill in their interest 
section to filter their matches. The 
interests are also filled in the user’s 
profile section.

This will take 
the user to 
his/her profile.

The user can maximize or 
minimize the interest section.



As she fills it in, she sees the 
pictures change. “So cool! 
Zoosk is finding guys that have 
the same interests as me. Some 
of them are pretty cute!”



She fills in the categories relevant to her and skip others. 
She continues because she wants to narrow the guys 
down as much as possible. She likes that there are still 
images of guys that she finds attractive.





When she’s added all of the interests that she can think 
of, she minimizes the interest section to have a better look 
of the images of the guys.





She has a look at the profiles of the 
remaining guys that she finds the 
most attractive. 





Out of all of them, Kyle’s profile sticks out the most. They 
have a lot of matching interest and it seems like Kyle has 
an equal passion about wine as her. This is so different 
than the people around her who only likes cheap beer or 
only pretends to know about wine.



Kate wants to chat to Kyle about their interest in wine. 
She uses the “Connect” icon by Kyle’s wine interest to 
send an invitation to him.





The “Connect” icon appears 
when the mouse highlights a 
particular interest.



Kate chooses a themed image for the invitation and writes 
a message to him. 





These are the two people 
being connected.

Click here to look at 
more background 
images.

This is the invitation where the user 
can choose a themed image and write 
a message.

Click here when the 
customization is done.

The user can move the message 
box to customize its location





The user can preview their 
invitation before clicking “Send”.



Kate is really satisfied with the preview of the 
invite and sends it.

Now she waits.



In the meantime, Kyle, who is often on 
his computer browsing in his spare time, 
receives Kate’s invitation. 



an invite



This is the notification that the user 
has received an invitation.

This is a miscellaneous 
person’s profile that 
Kyle is viewing.

an invite



 

He opens it up and sees 
her note and that she is 
obviously interested in wine. 





Kate’s sweet note peaks his interest and he clicks on her 
picture to see her profile. 

He sees that they share a lot of the same interests so his 
interest in her continues to increase.

Personally, Kyle thinks having similar interests is the first step 
to a good relationship and that is what he is looking for.





Click here to see profile.





If there is a connection between 
users, the connection will be 
highlighted in red.



He decides to accept her invitation so he can get 
to know her better.





The user can accept or 
decline here.



Now both Kate and Kyle are excited to chat to each other. 
They both had seen that they share similar interests and it was 
a step for them to have higher quality flirtations.

Who knows where this will lead to?



Strategies
When users fill out their interests to filter their search, 
the interests are automatically filled in their Profile

Use Zoosk’s advance search algorithm to match people 
by interests

Track where on the page the user is looking at so users 
can “connect” to others when they want to

Database for interesting pictures users can use for the invitations
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“I want a guy that I can connect with!” Kate, 23
Graduate Student and Blog writer

Interests
•     Wine: Absolutely love it! Have to go to all of the wineries 

wherever I go. Love trying out local stuff.
•    Food: Love ethnic food and eating locally!
•    Sports Cars: The flashier the better!
•    Shopping
•     Hockey
•    Salsa Dancing
•     Movies: Batman Trilogy, Love Actually, Brave, Up, 

Spirited Away, Memento, The Hobbit
•     Books: The Count of Monte Cristo, Harry Potter Series
•     TV: Shows: The Big Bang Theory, American Horror 

Story, Breaking Bad, House of Cards, Sherlock, Downton 
Abbey, Doctor Who

When it comes to dating...
•      So sick of the many failed blind dates
•    She can’t seem to connect with guys immediately around her
•    She wants to find a guy she has a connection with
•    She does not like creepy guys
•    She wants a guy that shares her interests so can have a good 

chat with 
•    At the momnet, she doesn’t care if it leads to a long term 

relationship or not
•    She doesn’t mind initiating if she has the motivation
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“I am looking for the love of my life 
and it all starts with similar interest.”

Kyle, 26
Works at a Tech Company

Interests
•     Wine: Especially South African and South American Wine
•    Food: Love making wine and food pairings
•    Cars: Flashy and speed
•    Hiking
•    Basketball
•    Hockey
•    Movies: Batman Trilogy, Memento, Inception, Wall E, Toy 

Story, Up, The Lord fo the Ring Trilogy, The Hobbit
•     TV: Shows: Breaking Bad, House of Cards, Sherlock, 

Doctor Who, Community

When it comes to dating...
•      Works at a company that is mostly male
•    He is on a lot of different dating sites
•    He is looking for the love of his life
•    He thinks that similar interests are the start to a 

relationship
•    He has a hard time in his personal life talking to people 

when there is no common ground


